The Government’s idea of a Barbecue
when carrying out the instructions of their puppet masters
the EU
read like a demented “Mrs. Beaton’s Cook Book”

Mrs. Beaton in the 1800s produced her Cook Book which has at times some bizarre entries:
 ‘Jugged Hare: First take 14 Hares’ – Excessive, well not by Government standards!

The Government’s recipe reads like a cross between Monty Python and a Lunatic Asylum:

First needlessly slaughter 300 Animals!!!

To build the fire:

175	tons coal		@	£90 per ton		=	£ 15,750.00

380 sleepers			@	£15 each		=	£   5,700.00

250 wood pallets		@	£ 3  each		=	£      750.00

4 tons straw			@	£ ?  per ton		=	£	?

500 gallons diesel		@	£ 3  per gallon	=	£   1.500.00

At Epynt they are burning 900 animals on each fire at a time.

The figures I have given are merely a guideline estimate, and does not allow for the fact that many of the sleepers, we understand, are prime sleepers being imported from Belgium and even without the costs of haulage may well be considerably more expensive.

It is safe to assume that every fire that you can see has cost in materials alone more than £20,000 and this does NOT make allowance for the fact that there have been instances where access roads have had to be built and when stone has not arrived in convenient time coal @ £90.00 a ton has been used!!

The immediate cost however is nominal when you consider the long term cost to the environment – even the simple example of the road be it of stone or coal it will make the field useless for agriculture.

Last week at Mountain, just outside of Chepstow in Monmouthshire, the fires were lit in the early hours of the morning and the stench of burning diesel was awesome, this fire alone must have equated to removing ALL pollution controls on 100 vehicles for at least a year and there are thousands of fires burning.

Looking across The River Severn from The Forest of Dean, where the fires are raging, I could see at least 6 fires one night last week!

After the stench of burning diesel for around an hour came the stink of burning hair and wool and the cloying smell of burning flesh. The smoke hung over the town for more than two days and it is still noticeable 5 days later!

Yes Mr. Blair the rural areas are open, of course they are open – well we wouldn’t want to stop your grab for another period in power, as the EU’s puppet, before the truth comes out, BUT do bring a breathing mask – the smell is disgusting.

Perhaps people like Tiny Blur don’t notice the smell, as they speed through the country in their air conditioned armoured Jags. Perhaps working with the EU our politicians are used to the reek of corruption and the rotting and death of freedom and rights of peoples across the EU.

It is strange when one realises that although less than 25percent of the British peoples want to be in the EU out of 650 MPs at Westminster there is only ONE MP who regularly represents the majority. This is the brave new concept of democracy to be found increasingly across the EU.
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